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Executive summary
In general the results of the MASG Low Energy Solar Display Home project were extremely
favourable. We were able to achieve much more than we expected, for example:
•

Estimated around five hundred visitors initially and we had over two thousand;

•

Able to deliver more workshops than anticipated or required due to greater interest and
partnerships formed with other sustainability organisations;

•

Attracted many more volunteers than estimated, which allowed us to be open every weekend
rather than five times during the project period of six months;

•

Attracted many visitors from outside the immediate area and attracted much greater media
coverage than anticipated;

•

Attracted many more major and minor sponsors than anticipated;

•

Attracted a range of different types and ages of visitors not only “the usual suspects”.

Key learning from the project:
•

We were able undertake a very large project on a shoe string, something we would avoid in
the future;

•

We needed more detailed planning and understanding of specific project briefs amongst
partners to avoid later confusions;

•

We needed to have provided more effective and targeted training for volunteers to enable
them to truly engage with the public and to pass on the key messages that the house
represented;

•

We needed to begin earlier with seeking out sponsorship for fittings and furnishings and that
this needed more time and support;

•

We learned that this house was an effective way of showcasing sustainability in a very real
and conceptual way. People respond favourably to concrete examples and models of
sustainability principles.

The project bought collaborators together who, under every day circumstances, would not have
worked together. This brought about some challenges but in all was one of the most successful
aspects of the project. Building on our success and experience, a clear thread in our evaluation is that
we would now not do the same thing just for the sake of it. Although this is an extremely successful
model and we would encourage other groups to do something of a similar nature we would now look
to build on what we have learned and do something different in the future. For example, this could be
something like an eco village model. We might also undertake a project with more collaborators in an
exploration of the possibilities of increasing the number of builders and trades providing sustainable
building and retro fitting options to the public. We would like to see all builders incorporating
sustainability features.
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Introduction
Project background
About the Mount Alexander Sustainability Group (MASG)
MASG, a charity and non-government organisation has over 1000 members: local people taking
action to combat climate change. We employ four staff, supported by volunteers, at the MASG office in
Castlemaine, Central Victoria. Our members are householders, local schools, businesses and
community organisations. MASG staff and dozens of volunteers are working on positive responses to
climate change and peak oil; and are seeking ways to get renewable energy systems in place in this
region. Castlemaine is close to the centre of Mount Alexander Shire, home to around 18,000 people
and 120km North West of Melbourne. Our initial focus is on reducing our carbon emissions through
improving energy efficiency and increasing the supply of renewable energy.

How the project came to be
MASG recognized the need to create a local example of a home built on sustainability principles. The
project idea arose around a kitchen table some two years prior to it commencing. It was the dream
child of MASG’s then president and a local builder, who had not before built using sustainability
principles. This is important for home builders and renovators, for the people who design, approve,
build and provide services and products so that they can see that homes and gardens built on these
principles can be comfortable, attractive and cost less to run over time through savings on energy and
water costs. Two of the most impressive aspects of the solar display home collaboration are that it is
repeatable and that it is a key way to introduce sustainability features to the public.
The initial steps involved bringing together a working group of people with the expertise needed for
such a project. Ten people participated for two years prior to the project coming to life. The success of
this project owes much to the dedication and commitment of this group of volunteers.

Building for a more sustainable future
The house is neither cutting edge nor alternative. It is built on conventional lines but it demonstrates
how features can be incorporated into new and existing homes to make them more environmentally
friendly. By doing this, families can live very comfortably and stylishly whilst making a valuable
contribution to conserving our planet. At the same time they are lowering their household’s carbon
footprint. New homes are now required to be 5 Star; this house is 6.5 stars – the highest rating at the
time of building. Two years in the planning and now constructed, The Mt Alexander Low Energy Solar
Display Home is the result of true community collaboration.
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Project Objectives
Essentially the project aimed to raise awareness of sustainability principles, educate and inspire the
local community through the use of a low energy display home model.
The project objectives were as
follows:
•

To educate local
tradespeople, visitors,
volunteers and the general
public about the impact of
design principles (in relation
to passive solar house
design, energy efficiency,
water efficiency, solar hot
water and photovoltaic sytsems) on energy
efficiency and sustainable living as well as to

Community volunteers gathered
together for initial meeting

provide options for those wanting to eco refit
existing houses.
•

To continue to influence designers, builders, owner builders and renovators and the public in
general to think differently about the way that houses are designed.

•

To embrace passive solar design principles and to think about the way that spaces interact
and connect.

•

To influence people/local builders to consider the way waste is dealt with on and off site

•

To promote the principle of more is less. To ask the question; “Do we really need to have the
biggest, best, latest and greatest?”

•

To explore how minimising of energy and water consumption can save money.

•

To encourage home owners to consider the opportunities for retro fitting their existing
properties using the ideas in the house and the communication materials provided.

•

To increase public knowledge on the impacts of behaviour in the home on the environment.
(Residents’ attitudes and how they live in the home are as important as the materials used
and the design features. Behaviours like turning off lights are as important as using low energy
appliances).

•

To create partnerships between local environmentalists and the building community, trades
and suppliers.
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Project Partners
Builders
Maine Design and Construction INFORMATION
Telephone: 5472 4144
castlemainekitchens@bigpond.com

Trevor Butcher from Maine Design and
Construction and his team were one of
the initial project initiators. Trevor
donated the house once it was built to
MASG rent free for six months. Trevor
also had the house built at his own cost.

Original Concept Design
Lifehouse Design on a pro bono basis

Trevor Butcher and Nada Smark (then MASG committee
member)

Telephone: 5470 5584
lifehouse@impulse.net.au

Paul Hassall and Robyn Gibson donated their expert services for the original concept design for the
house. Robyn gave lots of time to research interior materials and finishes according to the project
brief.
Without Lifehouse and Maine Design and Construction the project would not have been
possible.
Stylist
Debbie Taylor – her business “Usethings” has provided expertise and advice on a pro bono basis.
Debbie Taylor
Telephone: 0414 814 993
debbietaylor@iprimus.com.au
Deb Taylor provided constant support and professional advice throughout the life of the project,
including research on products and design features from a sustainability point of view as well as
expertise on dressing for the house and support for launch, making tea and just being there.
Graphic Design
Michael Wolfe Art & Design display and information graphics on a pro bono basis.
Michael Wolfe A&D
Telephone: 5472 5224
mike@mrwolfevintage.com.au
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Picture Framing
Templeton Studio Picture Framers on a pro bono basis.
Templeton Studios
Telephone: 5470 6446
www.templetonstudio.com.au

Michael Wolfe has supported the project through expert advice and product and graphic design as
well as framing and contribution of materials and many hours of graphic design work and a willing ear.

Garden Landscape Plan
Landscape Designer Phil Hansen has provided his expertise and advice and designed the garden on
a pro bono basis. Phil provided many hours of service, was available to train volunteers and was just
available when called upon
Phil Hansen Landscapes
Telephone: 0425 856 833
philhansen@southernphone.com.au

Solar Hot Water
AAE have provided the solar hot water system for the house.
AAE Solar Hot Water Service
Telephone: 0400 547 315
chris@aaesolar.com.au

Internal Blinds
Luxaflex duette blinds kindly
provided and fitted on a pro
bono basis
Robinsons of Castlemaine
Telephone: 5472 2828
ashley@terryrobinson.com.au

(There is a beautiful picture of
the blinds in the house on the
website www.masg.org.au)
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Project activities
There were two main arms to the project activities: Community education and participation, and
sustainable technologies and building methodologies.

Community Education
The project had a strong community education component. Based upon an ‘open house’ arrangement,
the house has been used to educate and inspire the local community. Community education
happened through a number of channels

General community
This was undertaken by:
•

Holding a Project Launch at the house in
November 08, to which we invited local
people, our mayor, sustainability group
members, the press (print, radio and
television), working group members,
volunteers and local community members to attend and to raise the profile of the house and to
spread the word to invite visitors to come to the house.

•

Establishment of a house site on the MASG website (visit www.masg.org.au and go to the low
energy solar display home page), which we
regularly updated with relevant information
about the house and general sustainability
principles and technologies.

•

Provision of brochures about the sustainable
features of the house – printed and
distributed in the information packs which
were for sale via donation to house visitors,
and available on PDF format on the website.

•

Provision of displays and display materials set up at the house of local products, information
pertaining to the sustainable features of the house as well as information provided by the
Sustainability Victoria, Sustainability Fund. All workshops and information days were held at
the house and display and information materials were on view and distributed to participants
via their attendance at the house.
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Community Education Continued
•

Running a series of free workshops for the community in partnership with the Australian
Conservation Foundation Green Home Project based in Bendigo. (www.acfonline.org.au).The
workshops were designed to educate the local community around the topics of energy and
water and waste
reduction. The workshops
were run in the house and
visitors were able drop in
on the workshops. Over
60 participants learnt how
to save money and further
reduce their impacts on
the earth.

•

Holding a trade workshop
at the house for local
trade’s people run by
MASG and the builder of
the house, Trevor Butcher. This workshop was designed to educate and to exchange
information with local trade’s people about good building design practices that can reduce
energy usage and minimise impacts on a waste and energy level from design through
construction to the finishing phases of the project, including landscaping and interior design.

•

Finally, running open days for other groups who wished to visit the house and look at the
sustainability features. Local school groups had a wonderful time in the garden and in a quest
to identify “What is different about this house?” They were able to discuss the energy and
water saving features of the house as well as design principles and general issues around

sustainability, local food production and how hot are those chillies?
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Local Community Volunteers
As a part of our community
education program we
recruited and trained 35
volunteer house guides.
These guides staffed the
house almost every weekend
for six months. Their roles
were undertaking rostered
shifts, greeting visitors and
answering enquiries about the
house and the sustainable
features of the house. The volunteers had varying
degrees of knowledge and understanding of

Volunteer Training Session

sustainability principles and were able to support
not only the visitors to the house but also each other. We ran two volunteer training sessions to
support the volunteers to understand the principles and design features used in the house. Many of
the Volunteers learnt a lot from volunteering at the Low Energy Solar Display Home. Without the
volunteers we would not have met our objectives of being open on a regular weekend basis.
At the end of the project we asked the volunteers to comment on their experiences of being a
volunteer at the Low Energy Solar Display Home. These are some of the comments extracted from
their feedback forms about their experience of volunteering at the house.
´”The opportunity to meet people from the local community, seeing a modern interpretation of a lowenergy house and meeting people interested in looking at a low-energy house.”
“The house builder / owner is to be congratulated for the wonderful opportunity afforded the local
community” “Very enjoyable and worthwhile”
“Most visitors were quite vocal about there changed perceptions once through the house”
.
“Knowledge gained, and seeing it put into practice”
“Being able to talk with other volunteers, and find out about things they’ve done in their homes.”
“Just being able to talk to people, and share information. By far, the vast majority of people were
amazed by the house, and extremely pleased to be able to have a resource available. They were also
happy to be able to speak with us”.
“Enjoyable. I learnt a lot by participating; through reading the documentation and by talking with
people.”
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Sustainable Technologies
Design Features
The inclusion of features to make the house more sustainable has added between 8 and 9% to the
cost. This “extra” investment is worthwhile when you consider the savings on water, energy and
heating and cooling costs over time. This display home is 24 squares without the garage and covered
outdoor area, smaller than many of the larger family homes we see being built today. If a home owner
were to eliminate just one room or were to build a carport instead of an average sized garage, we
estimate that this would pay for the extra features that would help make the home sustainable.
Even on a tight budget, one could include many of the house’s design features at no extra cost. These
principles are based around using natural heating and cooling and lighting, and insulation and will
greatly improve the liveability of the home and its environmental impact. The specifications for the
house are fairly standard for new housing. Below are the features and products that have been
incorporated to make this house more sustainable, healthier and where possible Australian made.
Aspect of House Product, material or
Aspect of House
Orientation

Termite Protection
Timber Decking

Walls
Timber feature wall

Product, material or
building method used
Major living area
windows face north

Why it was used

Kordon – chemically
impregnated plastic
barrier
Spotted Gum

Protection is more often in chemically treated timber
which involves larger amounts of chemicals than Kordon.
Does not contaminate soil.
Plantation grown timber which is more sustainable and
less damaging to natural habitats than timber sourced
from native forests.
A long lasting Swedish stain which does not break down

Recycled oak stained
with Sikkens
transparent
protective coating.
Hebel Wall Panels

Paint

Dulux Low Sheen low
VOC* Paint

Roof
Eaves

Wider than usual at
1200mm out from
the walls

To ensure maximum passive solar effect to reduce energy
use for heating and cooling

Aerated concrete has greater “R” insulation properties
than brick so excellent thermal performance. 75mm
thickness
Low toxicity rating. Australian Made.
Company has good environmental manufacture and
disposal policies in place
Provide correct angle for shade on north windows in
summer & sun in winter
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Eaves providing correct
angle for shading on north
windows

Windows & Doors

Aluminium frames

Double glazing

Windows generally

Flywire screens
External doors

Door seals on all
external doors

Difference between using rainforest timber or aluminium
frames with higher embedded energy in production
probably about even. Affordability a factor in choice
Maximises warmth in winter and coolness in summer.
Low E or comfort plus glass also effective. Skylight is
double glazed with Low E film.
Casement instead of awning to enable maximum airflow
and to open to provide cross ventilation for summer
cooling.
Encourages windows to be open to provide air and cross
ventilation while blocking bug entry.
Assist in prevention of heat entry/loss

Casement windows instead of awning windows to enable
maximum airflow and to open wide to provide cross ventilation
for summer cooling.
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Thermal Insulation

Walls Bradford R2.5
glass wool batts to all
exterior walls

Provide greater insulation for winter warmth, summer
cool

Insulation

Ceiling R6.0 ‘Gold’
glass wool batts in all
ceiling space
Junctions between
window/door frames
and wall frames
packed Not usual

R 6 ** where usual in roof is R 3.5. Sealed joints in
sisalation to eradicate small holes which are
detrimental to efficiency
Additional way of preventing heat leakage

Walls Bradford R2.5 glass wool batts to all exterior walls

HOUSE SYSTEMS
Shower Heads

Taps

Reduced flow
showerheads fitted
Chilli Pepper Smart
Water System
Dorf Avanti range

Toilets

Caroma Smart flush

Hot Water Service

AAE 250 litre 20 tube
evacuated tube solar
hot water split
system. 5 star rated
instantaneous gas
boost unit.
13,500 litres
Aquaplate Rainwater
Tank can supply
house or can be
switched to supply
toilets or Garden only.
Watt Works grey
water recycling
system
5 star Bonaire gas
ducted heating
system. BV5-30

Instant hot water

On site Water
collection

Greywater recycling
treatment
Gas Heating

.

Minimize shower water used
Smart water system recycles all cold water cutting
time waited for hot water thus saving water.
5 Star rated basin mixers run at 6-8 litres minute
compared to usual 15-18 litres.
Most dual flush toilets are 6/3 litre. This one is
4.5/3litres
Solar system boosted by gas is greenhouse gas
emission friendly

To supplement or replace scarce town water supply
for house, or toilets and for the garden

Shower & bath water retained, recycled to flush
toilets. All excess water is released daily to the
sewer/septic or for re use in the garden
Usual star rating used is 3. For use in extreme
temperatures although passive solar design is
expected to limit the need for use
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Solar Panels

1kw solar system
Sunniboy inverter,
Schott PV Panel,
Installed by Click
Control

Savings on energy can be 50-75% on power in one
year.

AAE 250 litre 20 tube evacuated tube solar hot water split
system. 5 star - rated instantaneous gas boost unit.

EQUIPMENT, AND
FITTINGS
Appliances

Light fittings
Kitchen Bench tops

Window coverings

Fisher & Paykel cook
top and oven
Eco Lite Range by
Mercator
Laminex

Ceiling Fans

Luxaflex ‘Duette’
Architella Shades. 10
mm fabric blinds.
Quilted blinds Louise Moysey
Hunter Pacific

Floor Tiles

Ceramic Floor Tiles

Carpet

Victoria Carpets

Made in Australia and locally available was a key
factor in choice as was Company’s cradle to grave
environmental policy.
Energy smart 11 watt fluoro lights. Latest and most
energy efficient type of CFL lighting.
The Laminex group has had an in depth
environmental management system for many years.
Can reduce heat loss through windows by up to 70%,
thus reducing energy use and your heating costs
Quilted natural wool with cotton covers insulate by
trapping layer of still air. Reduces flow of cold or heat
Australian designed. Low energy use. Mercury free
fluorescent globes.
Affordability. Provide good thermal mass. Cool
underfoot in summer and in this house should retain
warmth well into winter when can be covered with
rugs.
100% pure New Zealand wool. Locally made a major
factor in choice. Company participation in MASG
Sustainability Project a factor also.

Ceiling fans and light fittings
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GARDEN
Design

Surfaces
Planting

Dunolly Gravel
Mixed species

Shade

Deciduous species

Food production

Vegetable Garden

Barbecue

Eco Brick - new
natural brick product

Key features
Harmony with building, solar passive landscape
design principles, low maintenance, local/recycled
materials
Hard wearing, low maintenance, visually pleasing
Selected for adaptability to local climate and drought
tolerance.
Deciduous species for summer shade & allow sun
entry for winter warmth
Allow for home grown food. Healthier and fewer
transport miles
Manufacture which drastically reduces carbon
emissions compared to traditional kiln fired
production.

Water Tanks for home and
garden use and gravel paths
for drainage and water
collection

North Aspect for Passive Solar
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Key findings
In general the results of the project were extremely favourable. We were able to achieve much more
than we expected, for example:
•

Estimated around five hundred visitors initially and we had over two thousand;

•

Able to deliver more workshops than anticipated or required due to greater interest and
partnerships formed with other sustainability organisations;

•

Attracted many more volunteers than estimated, which allowed us to be open every weekend
rather than five times during the project period of six months;

•

Attracted many visitors from outside the immediate area;

•

Attracted much greater media coverage than anticipated;

•

Attracted many more major and minor sponsors than anticipated;

•

Attracted a range of different types and ages of visitors not only “the usual suspects”;

•

Able to deliver the project on a budget limited by delays in project commencement.

Our impact, although designed mainly with a local audience in mind, became much larger than that.
We had visitors to the house from all over Victoria and also from interstate. An unexpected result was
that the house became a talking point at many a Castlemaine gathering. Many of the visitors had not
had previous experience or exposure to sustainability principles. We were able to attract a large
number of our targeted audience i.e. young couples and families who could normally be expected to
build estate based homes.

Bringing local people together, many of whom had never worked together before, was an exciting part
of the project. The project bought collaborators together who, under everyday circumstances, would
not have worked together. This brought about some unforseen challenges but, in all, was one of the
most successful aspects of the project.

A visitor survey was developed and was available at the house for people to fill out upon leaving. A
comments book was also displayed in a prominent place. In general comments were thoroughly
positive. Although we had some issues with the visitor survey i.e. it was difficult to encourage people
to fill it in, some volunteers were not comfortable to ask people to fill it in; the visitor survey has given
us some interesting information. Even though we suspect that the visitor survey reflected the views of
the “converted”, it did provide some important insights especially the high percentage of people who
said that they have been influenced to incorporate sustainability features into their own buildings and
homes. Some interesting statistics from the survey were compiled by a house volunteer who works
professionally as a statistician.
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From our sample we found:
•

30% visitors were willing to be contacted further by MASG with a view to becoming
members thus showing support for the need to combat climate change and the ability of a
community to do this through simple house and behaviour modification.

•

Almost all visitors were interested in low energy living and, to that end, were looking to get
information for either the building of a new house or the retrofit of an existing home
sometime within the next 5 years (65%). In general, they found out what they wanted to
know; if not, it was because they wanted even more specific information. The brochure
giving the information (suppliers, websites, etc) provided this in-depth information. The
survey found that, overwhelmingly, the internet is the first port of call for more information
about including sustainability principles in their home.

•

Despite being already interested and having some level of knowledge before visiting the
house, 80% of visitors surveyed indicated that their thinking about using sustainable
principles in their home had been influenced by their visit. Features they may change in
their existing or new homes included, in order, grey water systems (50%), solar hot water
(43%) and solar panels (43%). While fewer plan to put in rainwater tanks, 55% already
have tanks and many are planning to add to their water storage. Measures to reduce heat
loss such as good insulation (50%) and blinds (42%) are already a feature in many
visitors’ homes.

•

The availability of rebates is important in the decision to purchase products. The price of
adding sustainability features to the cost of a house was commented on and many are
aware of the balance between what they would like to do and what can be afforded.

•

An over sight on our part was to omit questions about windows (double-glazing, casement
design, positioning for through breeze).

•

Many other positive comments about the house referred to: the use of thermal mass, use
of natural light, house orientation to catch the winter sun and the low level of product
toxicity in the household finishing’s.

•

The survey predominantly focussed on the sustainable features of the house.
Nevertheless, many commented on the small vegetable garden and 30% said they would
establish a veggie garden. Given that many in this area, already would have a veggie
garden this is a very encouraging finding.

Given the funding available the project was highly successful. It relied upon and received an
enormous in-kind contribution from a range of people, collectively representing a vast array of
knowledge and experience. We believe that our project planning and reporting was of a very high
standard and that the outcomes of the project more than met the objectives. We were able to attract
skilled staff and volunteer management which led to highly efficient and effective project management.
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Key learning from the project: (More learning is provided in the evaluation section of this
report on pages 21 and 22)
•

We were able undertake a very large project on a shoe string, something we would avoid in
the future

•

We needed more detailed planning and understanding of specific project briefs amongst
partners to avoid later confusions.

•

We needed to have provided more effective and targeted training for volunteers to enable
them to truly engage with the public and to pass on the key messages that the house
represented.

•

We needed to begin earlier with seeking out sponsorship for fittings and furnishings and that
this needed more time and support.

•

We learned that this house was an effective way of showcasing sustainability in a very real
and conceptual way.

•

People respond favourably to concrete examples and models of sustainability principles.

•

It is very favourable for people to follow a journey from start to end. The house has attracted
public attention from its inception through to conception
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Project evaluation
The project evaluation happened at key stages throughout the project.

Phase 1: On Completion of Building
This phase represented the completion of the major duties of the working group and fed into the
beginnings of the SV funded project. The building was finally completed although there were many
delays throughout the construction period. One of the disappointments at this stage was that we were
unable to obtain sponsored furnish suitable eco friendly furnishings and fittings. This probably reflects
the limited nature of availability of such products.

Phase 2: During the Open House Phase
This evaluation phase included both qualitative and quantitative data. Anecdotal information was
collected from local community members and volunteers. A questionnaire was developed for visitors
to fill in at the house during their visit. (See key findings section) .

Phase 3: On Completion of Project
We held a dinner for selected members of the steering committee, management committee,
volunteers and key project staff to discuss the project objectives and to review how they were met or
not met in some instances. In all we feel that our project objectives were met and in many instances
they were met beyond our expectations. Some of the key points of this discussion are as follows:

What worked?
Design
•

The lightness of the house was a wonderful quality people commented on - this reduced the
need for artificial lighting.

•

The design concept as a whole. The concept was successful in bringing the people together
that were needed to complete the project.

•

The house design was beautiful and was able to capture the brief that was asked of it.

•

The house worked. It was cool in summer and warm in winter and it met its passive and active
objectives.

Garden/landscape
•

The vegetable garden was very influential and an important part of the houses’ influence.

•

The interpretation of the design worked well and the garden looked good and met its
objectives of being a low water need garden.

•

The garden design was not only beautiful but functional as well and highlighted the use of
locally available materials
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Printed and display materials
•

The printed and display materials worked well for many. The information presented and
available looked good and was not too technical or overwhelming

•

The A5 booklet and the walking maps provided relevant and succinct information. The images
on the walls were beautiful and highlighted some key points.

Volunteers
•

The volunteer feedback book that was provided was a useful communication tool for
volunteers.

•

The relationships, partnerships and support built amongst the volunteer team.

•

The level of responsibility that volunteers took for the house.

•

The willingness of volunteers to go beyond what was asked of them and the volume of hours
that were inputted to the house.

•

The opportunity to meet others and to speak about what people felt passionate about.

•

The sheer number of volunteers that were attracted and stayed on for the duration.

Partnerships
•

The steering groups, the working groups and the volunteers all working well together. Building
partnerships and relationships was a great strength of the project.

•

The whole community involvement and support was outstanding.

•

The project raised the profile of MASG and showed what a community can achieve together
with limited resources and a whole lot of good will.

•

The incredible array of sponsors both major and minor that the project was able to attract.

•

The designers and the builders have both indicated that they have had opportunities and new
projects arising from the project.

•

Everyone involved learned a lot.

•

We really were awestruck at the wonderful and generous contributions made to the project,
particularly from Maine Design and Construction, Lifehouse Design and the other working
group members.

Influence on sustainability uptake
•

People came deliberately to see the house from outside the target area.
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•

An overwhelming number of visitors’ commented that the house had influenced their thinking
about incorporating sustainability principles into their existing or new buildings. (Refer to key
findings section of report on pages 19 and 20)

What didn’t work so well:
Design
•

From the designers point of view the client and builder being the same meant fore them that
the design was somewhat compromised. Decisions were made for financial or other reasons
that they had no influence over. This would not normally be the case.

•

The builders and designers needed clearer briefs up front so that scope of works did not
change.

•

The site of the block, with its main road exposure whilst being a positive for the project has
become a negative for re-sale purposes.

•

There was very limited interior dressing of the house and this has been raised as a negative
aspect. We wished to lead people to a house which engaged them in a possible future in their
purchasing choices, a call to action about a more is less lifestyle and this was not achieved as
thoroughly as we would have liked.

•

The sourcing of more eco friendly products.

Garden/landscape
•

We needed more integration between the house, the garden and the landscaping

•

More obvious promotion of the garden and its features, including more exterior signage and
information about the choices that were made in terms of materials and plantings and the
gardens integral role in water reduction throughout the site.

•

Decisions about wether or not to have a landscaped space needed to be made earlier. The
landscape designer needed to be engaged earlier on in the planning phase of the project.

Printed and display materials
•

Some of the working group members felt we did not provide enough relevant display
materials. They felt we needed to have more on the walls and more diagrams and
explanations. Each graphic on the wall was initially prepared with a key of other information to
correspond to it but time, budget constraints and person hours go the better of us in the end.

Volunteers
•

Volunteers as guides could not always be over everything and tended to be focused on the
house, leaving the garden a bit under utilised.

•

We required more volunteer input into the display materials and other aspects. Many
volunteers had a lot of expertise.
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•

Information given to volunteers during the training sessions needed to be more relevant to the
key messages of the house.

•

Things changed along the way and it was difficult to keep volunteers updated due to lack of
person hours.

•

It was difficult to keep the communication channels open to volunteers with the little project
hours left towards the end of the project.

Partnerships
•

More formal contracts were required spelling out in details the expectations of each party.

•

The agreed scope of works got changed and this was a challenging thing to accommodate.

•

We needed better initial planning and a tight brief for each professional.

•

We required more lead time into the project.

•

We needed a more formal process to accommodate peoples differing views.

•

We needed enough money to do the project. It was difficult to run on such a shoe string.

One of our wonderful house volunteers in the main entrance of the house
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Recommendations
and future directions
Building on our success and
experience, a clear thread through
all of the evaluation processes that
we have held as an organisation and
with the steering group is that we
would now not do the same thing
just for the sake of it. Although this is
an extremely successful model and
we would encourage other groups to
do something of a similar nature we
would now look to build on what we have learned and do something different in the future. For
example, this could be something like an eco village model. We might also undertake a project with
more collaborators in an exploration of the possibilities of increasing the number of builders and trades
providing sustainable building and retro fitting options to the public. We would like to see all builders
incorporating sustainability features.
We strongly encourage other groups to undertake this kind of project as its sustainability impacts are
very real and long lasting. We would be open to being contacted about the project and encourage
people to visit our website www.masg.org.au for further information. We intend to upgrade the website
with much of the information from this report.
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Appendix One: Project Financial Report

Mount Alexander Sustainability Group Inc
PO Box 1043
CASTLEMAINE VIC 3450

Jobs (Budget Analysis)
6/08/20
3:22:35 PM
Account

Page 1
Budget djusted Budget

Actual

DEMO HOUSE DEMO H OUSE

Difference
Perce nt C omplet e:

0.00 %

Income

$0.00
$3 ,000.00
$0.00
$3 ,000.00

$0.0 0
$0.0 0
$0.0 0
$0.0 0

$8,000.00
$0.00
$676.85
$8,676.85

$8,000.00
$0.00
$676.85
$8,676.85

Advertising & Prom otion
Printing - Othe r
Publicity P am phlets
Office S upplies
Photocopying
Postage
Cleaning
Caterin g
Sm all E quipm ent P urchases
Proje ct M aterials etc
Am enities
Supe ra nnuation
W ages & Salarie s
Seminars & Workshops
Landlin e
M obil e
In ternet Acces s
W orld dialpoint
Technica l Su pport
Sund ry
Total Expense

$1 ,500.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$9 ,439.00
$1 ,500.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$12,439.00

$0.0 0
$0.0 0
$0.0 0
$0.0 0
$0.0 0
$0.0 0
$0.0 0
$0.0 0
$0.0 0
$0.0 0
$0.0 0
$0.0 0
$0.0 0
$0.0 0
$0.0 0
$0.0 0
$0.0 0
$0.0 0
$0.0 0
$0.0 0
$0.0 0

$3,200.97
$263.12
$193.00
$213.02
$507.83
$118.49
$257.64
$809.27
$189.14
$319.77
$169.51
$2,214.97
$25,969 .36
$ 15.00
$312.70
$ 60.59
$174.04
$118.36
$ 15.00
$211.82
$35,333 .60

$3,200.97
$263.12
$193.00
$213.02
$507.83
$118.49
$257.64
$809.27
$189.14
$319.77
$169.51
$2,214.97
$25, 96 9.36
$15.00
$312.70
$60.59
$174.04
$118.36
$15.00
$211.82
$35, 33 3.60

Net Profit (Loss)

-$9 ,439.00

$0.0 0

-$26,656 .75

-$26,65 6.75

Donations - Public Fund
Sales
Donations - Other
Total Incom e
Expe nse
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Appendix Two: References
Useful Web Sites
Energy
www.yourhome.gov.au
This website contains a technical manual on how to incorporate energy efficiency into your design
www.energyrating.gov.au
This energy labelling website has information on how products are rated and a listing of more energy
efficient appliances.
www.worthit.com.au/energylabel/
This search engine allows you to find energy efficient appliances
www.energystar.com.au
An international standard for rating the energy efficiency of office and entertainment equipment.
www.greenhouse.gov.au
The Australian Greenhouse Office website provides much information about energy efficient home
design and on sustainable community projects like cool communities.
www.energysmart.com.au
This is an education based website run by SEDA.
www.seda.nsw.gov.au
The website for the Sustainable Energy Development Authority.
www.ata.org.au
The Alternative Technology Association is based at CERES in Brunswick. Their “Renew” Magazine is
an excellent resource for households wanting to become more sustainable.
www.sustainability.vic.gov.au
Energy smart housing manual.
Water
www.yourhome.gov.au
This website contains a technical manual on how to incorporate water re-use into your design and
details of water saving appliances in the home
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www.ratings.wsaa.asn.au
The National Water Services Association – information about the National water conservation rating
and labelling scheme.
www.savewater.com.au
This is one of the best online resources for advice on water conservation, product information and
water sensitive design
www.conservewater.melbournewater.com.au
Here you can calculate your own household water use with the online Waterwise Wizard.
www.watercare.sa.gov.au
An initiative of the South Australian Government
www.vic.waterwatch.org.au
Waterwatch Victoria is an excellent site.
www.greywater.com.au
Greywater Recycling and Irrigation systems detailed here.
www.greenplumbers.com.au
An initiative of the Master Plumbers.
www.sydneywater.com.au/everydropcounts/garden/rainwater_tanks.cfm
Very good site for those wanting to install a water tank.
www.dwr.sa.gov.au/water/publications/factsheet.html
A booklet called the Rainwater tanks, their selection, use and maintenance can be downloaded here.
Use this to help select the tank that is right for you.
www.epa.vic.gov.au/water/reuse/reuse.asp
Grey Water dos and don'ts link (links to their doc - EPA Publication 812.2 - Domestic Wastewater
Management Series, Reuse Options for Household Wastewater)
Waste and recycling
www.ecorecycle.vic.gov.au
The website of Eco Recycle Victoria. Excellent site for information about households waste issues and
great for your own education.
www.epa.vic.gov.au/Waste
The Victorian Environmental Protection Authority Website. Also contains plenty of information about
the Anglesea Neighbourhood Environment Improvement Plan (NEIP)
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www.visyrecycling.com.au
Visy Recycling’s web site is chock full of great information.
www.RecyclingNearYou.com.au
This is the online guide to recycling in your local area. You can use your post code to find out relevant
and local information.
www.planetark.org
Details a range of recycling campaigns and useful household tips.
www.closetheloop.com.au
Green Purchasing
www.green-innovations.asn.au/greenleap.htm
A site with loads of information about sustainability and products. You can also register to get on their
on-line newsletter.
www.ofa.org.au
The Organic Federation of Australia. Visit this site for information on organic and biodynamic food and
other products and to search their directory of suppliers.
www.timbershop.wilderness.org.au/product/firewood.html
This site will provide information about what to look for when purchasing firewood for solid fuel
heaters. Some Victorian suppliers listed.
www.goingsolar.com.au
Suppliers of solar powered lighting and other energy products. A good site for finding households
sustainability products
www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/sustainablebusiness
City of Melbourne’s online business directory of environmentally responsible businesses and service
providers
www.greenpower.com.au
Visit this site and goto the “At Work” link
www.greenhouse.gov.au/yourhome/index.htm
Check out the consumer guide to learn how to build green for the average person. The Technical
Manual is very detailed for extra information.
You can get a free CD and Consumer Guide by calling 1300 130 606
http://ecospecifier.rmit.edu.au
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RMIT Centre for Design’s Ecospecifier is an online database of environmentally preferred building and
interior materials.
www.greensmart.com.au
This is a package of practical environmental measures that minimise building waste and improve
water and energy efficiency, both during construction and use of the home.
www.choice.com.au
Australian Consumers Association. Publishers of the Choice magazine.
www.aela.org.au
Australian Environmental Labelling Association. The program awards a mark of recognition for
products that meet the standards of environmental, quality and social performance.
www.allergyfree.com.au
This site is handy for anyone suffering from allergies.
Transport
www.greenvehicleguide.gov.au
The Green Vehicle Guide helps you by rating new Australian vehicles based on greenhouse and air
pollution emissions.
www.greenfleet.com.au
Check out this site where they specialise in reducing the impact of transportation by planting native
trees to offset carbon dioxide emissions. They have recently “upped the anti” on their efforts to offset
greenhouse emissions.
www.envrionment.gov.au/oilrecycling/
Government based oil-recycling directory
www.greenhouse.gov.au/fuelguide/
Check out the fuel consumption and greenhouse emissions of your car.
Biodiversity and landscaping
www.acfonline.org.au
The Australian Conservation Foundation provides a guide for making your home a ‘green home’ which
includes some great gardening tips.
www.cbn.org.au
The community biodiversity network.
www.floraforfauna.com.au
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Flora for Fauna
www.ceres.org.au
Ceres Community Environmental Park. A great place to visit at 8 Lee Street in Brunswick East. Soak
up the sustainability of the place at their organic café, indigenous nursery (selling bush foods too) and
community vegetable plots.
General
www.stegbar.com.au/products/windows_and_doors
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